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Dear Deer
Multiple Pliers

Dear deer dwells in the forest. With a soft 

and caring personality, it's loved by the other 

animals of the forest. Everybody is attracted 

to its unique characteristics. Its curving body 

stands out in two positions. 

Standing straight up reveals its confidence and 

firmness. Sitting down conveys its laid back 

and graceful characteristics. The appearance 

of pliers imitates the shape of deer’s horns. The 

body of the pliers uses different colors for the 

handles to distinguish two different purposes 

and function; there are long-nose pliers and 

diagonal cutting pliers to fulfill various needs.

L100 x W50 x H200mm 
Pliers 6" length
Poly, TPR, PP, Stainless Steel
1 pc long nose pliers
1 pc Deer body (Standing Pose)

https://youtu.be/SJ6GjISnsL8

L85 x W35 x H150mm
Pliers 6" length
Poly, TPR, PP, Stainless Steel
1 pc diagonal cutting pliers
1 pc Deer body (Sitting Pose)

https://youtu.be/SJ6GjISnsL8

Dimensions

Material
Info

Body Color

Pliers Color
Video

Dimensions

Material
Info

Body Color

Pliers Color
Video

HT-DR200A2 HT-DR200B1

glossy / matte black glossy / matte black
glossy / matte white glossy / matte white

Diagonal cutting pliers are available as well.※ Long nose pliers are available as well.※

chocolate dim graynude ivory



Rhino
Extendable Hammer

The Rhino is a lively animal that loves to run over grassland every 

day. From far away, you can see his shining horns. When hearing 

the sound of his friends, the Rhino would runs back to his friends 

and help them out from obstacles.

When pulling out the Rhino's head, the handle’s hidden extension 

is designed to fit with the actual usage and it can be used for all 

kinds of errands on daily life that require hammers.

The part of rhino horns are made of classy metals. It not only 

emphasizes its uniqueness, but also reminds us about animal 

preservation and respect.

The pose of front legs which is ready to run reveals its lively 

characteristics. Besides, it is more interesting to find out the 

rubber ears different from most parts made of hard materials.

L120 x W465 x H80mm 
Hammer 150mm length
Stainless Steel, Carbon Steel, Aluminum, Rubber
1 pc hammer
1 pc Rhino body

https://youtu.be/T2ilLxomphE

Dimensions

Material
Info

Color

Video

HT-RN2001

graywhite
black



Rhino
Special Edition

There is a special edition in silver. The limited version of Rhino 

Hammer has no extra surface treatment, which remains the 

original color of the metal in order to show its uniqueness.

L120 x W465 x H80mm 
Hammer 150mm length
Stainless Steel, Carbon Steel, Aluminum, Rubber
1 pc hammer
1 pc Rhino body
Special surface treatment

https://youtu.be/T2ilLxomphE

Dimensions

Material
Info

Color
Video

HT-RN2001S

silver



ø 57 x H125mm
Head bits 50mm length
TPR, PP, ABS, Cr-V, S2 (bits)
1 pc magnetic ratcheting bits holder
6 pcs ¼" phillips & slotted & hex

https://youtu.be/ARJdP95pI_E

Dimensions

Material
Info

Color

Video

HT-BR2002

brownred
black gray

Bear Papa 
Ratcheting Screwdriver

Bear papa is a simple, honest, and kind bear. You can feel the 

spirit of dedication and honesty from his eyes. He is passionate 

about both taking care of family and helping others.

The body of the bear can be split to three parts: head, torso and 

feet. The ratchet screwdriver is settled with a magnetic bits holder 

of the head. Its torso can be removed from the feet which contain 

six different bits of most common sizes.

The white “V” on the chest of the black bear represents Taiwan 

Black Bear which is the most significant and rare animal of 

Taiwan. We’d love to share Taiwan Black Bear with the world with 

Bear papa. 



Bear Papa 
Special Edition

ø 57 x H125mm
Head bits 50mm length
TPR, PP, ABS, Cr-V, S2 (bits)
1 pc magnetic ratcheting bits holder
6 pcs ¼" phillips & slotted & hex
22k gold-plated bits and ratcheting holder

https://youtu.be/ARJdP95pI_E

Dimensions

Material
Info

Color
Video

HT-BR2002S

white

The limited edition of white Bear papa is representing for polar 

bear to pay attention to environmental protection. The ratchet and 

screwdriver bits are 22K gold-plated, thus enhance the quality 

of the product and make the limited edition one of a kind and 

valuable.



This lovable penguin screwdriver set blends decoration with 

utility, adding an inviting warmth. Truly a family tool with its playful 

aesthetic, Penguin with Iceblock set takes it a step further with 

an extension piece and eight screwdriver bits ready to tackle any 

family DIY project in mind. Invite your child to your next repair 

project!

Penguin 
with Iceblock

L79 x W84 x H91 mm
Head bits 25mm length
TPR, PP,  Cr-V, S2 (bits)
1 pc magnetic bits holder
8 pcs ¼" phillips & slotted & hex
1 pc 42mm extension bar

Dimensions

Material
Info

Color

HT-PG9001

turquoisefuchsia
black gray

Push down the extension bar and remove it from the 

bottom of the iceblock; the iceblock can store a total 

of 8 bits in addition to the extension bar.



We have tailored our designs for customers who may want even 

more. We have this advanced model of Huku: an extension bar 

with 2 extra bits to enhance usability.

Push down the extension bar and remove it from the 

bottom of the tree trunk; the trunk can store a total of 

8 bits in addition to the extension bar.

Huku 
Screwdriver with Extension Bar

Ø70 x H83 mm
Head bits 25mm length
ABS, PP, TPR, Cr-V, S2 (bits)
1 pc magnetic bits holder
8 pcs ¼" phillips & slotted 
1 pc 42mm extension bar

Dimensions

Material
Info

Color

HT-OW9002

olivemaroon royal blue



Found it hard to find your tools when you needed it most?

“Birdie” creates a new position for hand tools and re-considers 

the usage of tools for people and our environments. Find it easily 

on your side when you need it and also create a new and fun 

experience for DIY tool. Safe, Easy, and Fun!

To release the Birdie from its nest, 

press down the button on its back. 

Each individual eggshell will open  

automatically, revealing six different 

bits inside.

To lock the Birdie back into place, 

hold it over nest and press down the 

button on its back. Each individual 

eggshell will automatically close.

Birdie 
Desktop Screwdriver Bits Set

Birdie
Ø128 x H100 mm
Head bits 25mm length
ABS, PP, TPR, S2 (bits)
1 pc reversible ratchet
6 pcs ¼" phillips & slotted
Magnetic holder can fix the bits

Dimensions

Material
Info

Color

HT-BN2001

orangeblue green

Reversible

#1, #2, #3

5, 6, 7 mm


